
ESSAYS ABOUT SOMEONE WHO HAS INFLUENCED YOUR LIFE

Free Essay: ORAL PRESENTATIOn Someone Who Has Influenced My LifeI am writing an essay for my English class
and keep getting an E.

I know its not all that great, but its all could come up with in 20 minutes. This person has shapedmy life in so
many different ways with her actions. In school, I was a lazy student and did not do my homework or any task
that is even by teachers. Mom, dad, or anyone in your life? Friends and surrounding environments Does
Absolute Freedom Exist? Do you know someone who has influenced you? Now that I am old enough to
understand that my mother was able to overcome adversity, and accomplish all that she has, inspires me
everyday to make myself a better person. Or have we been drilled intensely into an unrealistic image of
beautiful by the finest marketing executives Wall Street can buy? Since my mom is a refugee, those news were
brought to her by a friend who could understand English. She has been an amazing friend to me, but an even
better parental figure. Having a child at the age of 14 is very challenging. It seems as a teenage girl some part
of my life revolve around this aspiration to be as beautiful as the girls in magazines, television, and the
movies. At the moment its still a rough draft, so I would love to hear from you before I write my final essay.
How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Grandma always stressed the importance of education to all of us in
achieving our goals. In this paper I am relating some of the major influences of my life to some of the Does
Absolute Freedom Exist? She is a woman of great influence because of her stability, her work ethic, and her
independent spirit. In other words, your chosen subgenre is your place of escape, it is the place where
acceptance and freedom is present. As I went to tuition, I felt that was enough for me to face my exam. This
sense of security has helped me face other challenges as they come along in life, like when we moved during
my freshman year of high school. Raynor, on the other hand, does not take his job seriously at all. She has
enriched my life with her passion for learning, and changed it with her devotion to humanity. I had no money
so I couldn't go. She might be the most influential person in my life, which makes sense because she has
literally been there for every part of my life, from egg, to pregnancy, to adolescence, to early adulthood, and
hopefully, God willing, for much longer. Because she has a close relationship with us and a great deal of
wisdom, her seven children and sixteen grandchildren often seek her out for advice. Grandma's example of
hard work and her emphasis on education have strengthened me to pursue a college degree, and eventually a
PhD. Many people say that teenagers during this period rebel and are very naughty. Those people are my
mom, papa, and my best friend Jessie. I had the opportunity to decide those things on my own. My first
impression of music was positive after listening to Michael Jackson. For me, there have been three influential
people in my life who I love and cherish. Certainly big business has done a bang-up job of scaring many a
person into buying expensive products and pastes. Year by year, she Is getting older. Because of the trials she
faced without shrinking back, I am able to have the strength to work hard and try to realize my dreams. Those
who truly know us for who we are, are the people that have the most influence in our lives, such as our
parents. The person that has influenced my life the most, I've known my whole life. On a fine day, I went to
school to get my MR. She is very thin but tall. With that, they were able to provide my siblings and I, luxuries
that others didnt have. She has a positive outlook on life. As a person grows up in a family, they are influenced
by many aspects of their life. My mother went from being a school cafeteria lady, cleaning houses, to working
as housekeeping for hotels, and now, finally, having her independent business, Amway incorporated. Teachers
are the stepping. Therefore, she never got the opportunity to learn how to read and write in school like most
people did, instead, she had to learn it all on her own.


